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The heavily injured man was finally able to leave.

His fellow disciples all rushed in, holding the man before they pushed the pills they had prepared into the

man’s mouth. The man did not seem to be in a good condition.

Even though they were shouting at him and calling for his name to wake him up, he did not react at all. His

eyes were shut tightly.

When he was fed the pills, all of them had to be forced in. After he had been thrown into the barrier and

collapsed on the ground, he was barely conscious. His whole body had been twitching. However, at that

moment, there was no reaction from him at all. Even the twitching had stopped, which caused his fellow

disciples to start panicking.

One of them held onto the man tightly, “Please wake up. Even if you can’t wake up completely, at least

gain some consciousness so you can digest the pills!”

Once the pills were fed, they needed the person to circulate true energy within their body to push the

effects and ensure the best effectiveness. However, that person was just too injured. Even after being

forcibly fed the pills, he was not reacting at all.

No matter how good the pill was, its effects were still greatly diminished.

Quite a few of the spectators were looking at the scene. They were not that sympathetic, but they still

lamented what was happening.

“That’s why you need to know your place no matter what you do. A challenge like this isn’t something

anyone can take part in…”

“This person was quite decent. He would probably be quite strong in a level four or level five city, but this

place is completely different. Level two cities aren’t to be fooled around in. All of the challenges are

incredibly difficult. Any hint of carelessness will cost you your life.”

“That’s right! Even if the prizes are amazing, how many can actually win them? The lowest leveled prize is

worth three Life Points. It means you would need to have at least contributed thirty percent of the work in

killing the beast. Not many people can even do that.”

“They probably don’t understand that. Maybe they just want to try out their luck. If luck is on their side,

then their fortunes would multiply. I took part in an auction in the outside world and there happened to be a

Rainbow Snake gallbladder for sale there.

“The bids started at sixty-four million, and it ended up being sold at seventy-nine million. It means it’s

worth close to eighty million. Even though most of us are from famous clans, and even the wandering

warriors who managed to make it here are probably quite rich, their wealth is probably only in the tens of

millions.

“A Rainbow Snake gallbladder would immediately multiply that fortune. Anyone would get excited at the

thought. The Rainbow Snake gallbladder is only the level three reward…”

“The Lava Fruit is even more expensive. Anyone who can remain calm with these treasures is either just

way too weak or naturally calm. Everyone else would feel the urge to do something…”

That person was right.

Just like he said, very few people could keep their cool in front of treasures like that and realize that they

would not be able to get enough Life Points. In the end, warriors all tended to be impulsive and emotional.

Danger and opportunity went hand in hand with each other. There were very few warriors who could

always keep their calm. Even Diana could not claim to be able to do that and know what he needed to do

at all times.

It was actually something quite hard in Diana’s eyes.
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